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Hi, I'm Teena Machaiah, and I’m a Product Manager for Equinix Smart Hands, which allows
customers to manage and outsource their business operations. With Smart Hands, customers
can maximize uptime within an Equinix International Business Exchange™ (IBX®) data center
by leveraging expert Equinix technicians. We offer an array of scheduling options to suit
different requests.
Let’s walkthrough the new features & functionality enhancements we’ve just launched within
the Smart Hands portal.
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The Smart Hands product catalog has introduced “Equipment Maintenance” as a new service
option under the ‘Equipment’ card. This addition allows users to request technical assistance on
installed equipment including equipment health check, resetting of hardware and other general
assistance on equipment.

Additionally, the “Power cycle Equipment” service is now available under the ‘Equipment’ card to
resolve any service-impacting issues requiring a Power cycle through a trouble ticket. This
consolidates all equipment-related Smart Hands services under a single card. The redesigned
update provides users easy access to find and choose the equipment service they need.
What used to be, "The Request Photos or Documents Service" under the Cage Services card has
now been renamed Request Photos.
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Now customers can easily access IBX certifications right from the Smart Hands product catalog.
By clicking on the link, users will be redirected to the IBX certifications page providing one-click
access to all certifications as needed.
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Additionally, for any Outbound shipment orders, a tracking number is no longer required while
selecting the ‘Other’ option for Shipping label.

The activity timeline showcases enhanced status updates for inbound and outbound shipment
orders based on the action taken by Equinix technicians.
Customers can view when an outbound shipment is awaiting carrier pick up or when an inbound
shipment is awaiting customer pick up.
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We have also enhanced the Order & Ticket History view by including the ability to sort all
orders by estimated completion date.

For additional information or questions, please find the release notes and technical
documentation and more linked in the description box below.
Thank you and have a great day.
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